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1. Introduction

REFREsh tackles the main challenges of rural areas in Central Europe (CE) regions. Unused industrial 
heritages exist and need a revitalisation and a new form of use. It could be one approach that Cities involve 
creative scene players in the reutilization process of industrial heritages and areas. In rural areas this often 
fails through a missing critical amount of creative actors to sustainable reutilize the industrial sites alone. 
For that a multifunctional approach is necessary by combining the established stakeholders from trade, 
industry and services with the creative scene. Just by working together in close cooperation a mutual added 
value and sustainable reutilization of sites can be achieved.  

The main objectives of REFREsh are therefore to reutilize industrial heritages through new forms of creative 
use and attract new creative actors to valorise the industrial heritage in cooperation with actors from trade 
and service sector. The partnership consists of municipalities, regional and cultural actors from 5 countries 
in CE which bundle their competences to provide a common transnational benchmark tool. The territorial 
situation combined with the several options for creative, trade, and service actors, will help to develop 
regional strategies for the integration of creative scene and reutilization of industrial areas into cultural 
attractive places. 

The local projects transform industrial heritages into cultural centres for creative scene as starting point 
for the development of the industrial areas, municipalities and regions in CE. To reach enough creative 
actors and foster transnational cooperation of creative scene transnational exhibitions, cultural events and 
creative workshops are implemented in the reutilization process. It’s important to attract creatives to take 
part in the reutilization and increase competences of politicians, planners, site managers how to integrate 
creative scene in the joint development of industrial areas as starting point for further reutilization of a 
region and further in whole CE. 

Definition of creative industries1: 

Cultural/creative industries (CCI) are those industries producing and distributing goods or services which at 
the time they are developed are considered to have a specific attribute, use or purpose which embodies or 
conveys cultural expressions, irrespective of the commercial value they may have. Besides the traditional 
arts sectors (performing arts, visual arts, cultural heritage – including the public sector), they include film, 
DVD and video, television and radio, video games, new media, music, books and press. This concept is 
defined in relation to cultural expressions in the context of the 2005 UNESCO Convention on the protection 
and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions. 

Creative industries are those industries which use culture as an input and have a cultural dimension, 
although their outputs are mainly functional. They include architecture and design, which integrate creative 
elements into wider processes, as well as subsectors such as graphic design, fashion design or advertising. 
At a more peripheral level, many other industries rely on content production for their own development and 
are therefore to some extent interdependent with CCIs. They include among others tourism and the new 
technologies sector.  

1 Green Paper – “Unlocking the potential of cultural and creative industries” (COM/2010/0183 final) 
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2. Definition of tasks – stakeholder workshops

In a first step the joint methodology (template) was developed by the WP-Leader SAXONIA and agreed to all 
partners. The aim was to collect all relevant information about the stakeholder workshops of the REFREsh 
project partners. The templates aim is to present a methodological frame and objectives to evaluate the 
following information.  

The objective of the stakeholder workshops of REFREsh is to provide an overview of the stakeholder 
themselves and their needs in the partner regions. The focus is on an identification and analysis of the 
stakeholder, their involvement and needs to provide a basis for WPT2: Integration of creative scene in 
existing functional structures in rural areas and WPT3: Reutilization of industrial heritages through 
integration of creative scene. 

The main idea is to have a brief description of the minutes including an analysis of stakeholder and their 
needs to ensure the basis for further exchange of experience between the partners, a transferability of all 
outputs and a base for further development of actions and strategies. Within the workshop report the 
partners provide the invitation, agenda, minutes, list of participants and pictures of the workshop.  

3. Transnational Analysis

The analysis of needs of creative scene for their integration and utilization of heritages is based on the 
partner summary reports of involvement of creative scene to analyze their needs. Each partner analyzed 
their potential creative scene and then involved them in workshops together with other stakeholder from 
the regions for the analysis of their needs to ensure early participations. The results of these analyses are 
within this paper combined to a summarized transnational report.  

Organisation of regional stakeholder workshops 

The organisation of the stakeholder workshops in the different project regions were similar. The invitation 
lists were mainly designed by the project partners and/or cooperating municipalities. By Networking and 
cooperating with neighbouring municipalities, associations and organisation the project partner were able 
to reach out to a larger target group of stakeholder of creative scene. The target group was invited mainly 
by email, phone and during personal meetings. The number of participants at the stakeholder workshops is 
varying between 19 and 36. 

One partner decided to send a survey along with invitation to provide a basis for further discussion at the 
stakeholder workshop itself. 

All stakeholder workshops were conducted in a similar way. Beside some input by the project partner, which 
was given in form of presentations, the discussions and networking between the stakeholder of the creative 
scene were focused. 
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Transnational stakeholder analysis 

The stakeholder of the creative scene were mainly from municipalities, associations and private companies. 
Within the group of private companies the activities of stakeholder are varying a lot. Wood work and web 
design are good examples of the variety of the creative scene and its diversity. In the following table the 
regional results of participation are displayed in groups. Figure 1 is arranged in descending order on the 
basis of the frequency of the responses. The maximum number of mention is five due to the circumstances 
that five project regions are existent within the project and therefore five stakeholder workshops were 
conducted. 

Groups of stakeholder No. 

Municipalities 5 

Associations, organisations & NGOs 5 

Private companies 5 

Chamber of commerce and trade 3 

Figure 1: Regional results (prioritized by number of mentions) 

In the following table, figure 2, the variety of stakeholder participating at the regional stakeholder 
workshops is displayed. All creative stakeholder displayed are mention by the project partner within the 
stakeholder workshop reports. 

Creative stakeholder Music, Painting, Museums, Graphic design, Web 
design, Film and television, Wood work, Product 
design, Creative agencies, Associations, Cultural 
agencies, Associations, Cultural-social associations, 
Architects, Consultancies, Music schools, Voluntary 
and social promotion association, Theatre 
association, Restauration laboratory, Civil 
protection, Association for sports,   Public 
institutions and  NGO´s, 

Figure 2: Participating creative stakeholder in regional stakeholder workshops 

Within the stakeholder analysis it became clear that the stakeholder can be divided into four main 
groups. Municipalities, associations, private companies and chambers of commerce and trade. Except 
the group of chamber of commerce and trade all groups were represented at each stakeholder workshop. 
The more detailed information on specific stakeholder activities like music, painting, museums etc. is 
varying a lot and broadly diversified. In general at each stakeholder workshop a mixture of stakeholder 
was given that amplifies and support discussions and the development of strategies and actions. 
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Transnational analysis of needs 

The stakeholder of the creative scene are having different backgrounds and are dealing with different and 
often specific needs. But a few major issues and needs could be identified. In the following table the regional 
results of discussions during the regional stakeholder workshops are displayed and arranged in descending 
order on the basis of the frequency of the responses within the stakeholder reports of the project partners. 
The maximum number of mention is five due to the circumstances that five project regions are existent 
within the project and therefore five stakeholder workshops were conducted. 

Needs Number 
of 
mention 

Collaboration and communication between CI, other sectors and municipalities 4 

Space 3 

Public funds 2 

Infrastructure 2 

Guidance for foundation of enterprises, business and legal knowledge; Attractiveness 
of working environment and region; Evaluation of room characteristics, restoration; 
evaluate models for the economic sustainability of the cultural scene maintenance 

1 

Figure 3: Transnational needs (prioritized by number of mention) 

The analysis is showing that especially the collaboration and communication between stakeholder of the 
creative scene, other sectors and municipalities is an important base for reutilization and integration of 
the creative scene. Besides that space, public funds and infrastructure were mentioned multiple. These 
mention show needs, which should be considered in all project regions and for any further projects or 
actions. 

4. Strategy development and recommendations for action

Beside the specific needs of each local stakeholder, especially the identified common needs should be 
focused for further strategy development. Space is a common need of the majority of the stakeholder. It is 
a basic requirement for settlement of the creative scene and other sectors and thereby indispensable for 
any involvement of the creative scene or other sectors and association involving settlements or expansions. 
Besides that additional public funding and the improvement of quality of infrastructure would be 
supportively to increase the chance of realization of projects and foundation of enterprises. 

In addition to that the collaboration and communication between the creative scene, other sectors and 
municipalities is playing a key role. An improved network can help to ease and speed up certain processes 
and procedures. Administrative barriers can be minimized and settlement of the creative scene supported. 
Even specific needs of stakeholder and other general needs like funding and infrastructure can be targeted 
within this. An improvement of collaboration and communication is causing synergy effects due to the 
publication of needs by stakeholder and better understanding of the municipalities. In order to support the 
collaboration and communication between the creative scene, other sectors and municipalities an 
established institution or association could operate as guidance to help in administrative processes, 
networking and negotiating with municipalities. 
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5. Conclusion

Based on the regional stakeholder workshop reports a comparison of analyses of needs took place to identify 
objectives and recommendations for the project partner.  

The main groups participating at the regional stakeholder workshops are municipalities, associations and 
private companies. Within these general groups there is a big variety and diversity of stakeholder. The 
Identified common needs of the stakeholder are: Space; collaboration and communication between CI, other 
sectors and municipalities; public funds, infrastructure 

In order to support the creative scene collaboration and communication between the identified stakeholder 
should be focused. By this the identification and fulfillment of needs can be supported and procedures be 
speeded up. 
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1. Invitation and Agenda
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2. Minutes

The stakeholder workshop of SAXONIA was implemented in an already plannned networking and bonding 

workshop for the creative scene of Middle-Saxony. This workshop was organized by Landratsamt 

Mittelsachsen, Aufbauwerk Region Leipzig GmbH, Kreatives Sachsen and SAXONIA Standortentwicklungs- und 

–verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH. The workshop was mainly involving the creative scene and municipalities. 38

participants attended the workshop on the 06.06.2018 in Augustusburg. 

In the beginning Dirk Neubauer, mayor of Augustusburg, and Veronika Oschatz, Landratsamt Mittelsachsen, 

were greeting the participants in a short speech. After that the main objectives of the event were introduced 

by Katja Großer, Kreatives Sachsen. Then the thematic presentations on the creative industry and 

revitalisation were held by Christian Rost of Kreatives Sachsen and Christoffer Köster of SAXONIA.  

Additionally to that three companies from the creative industry were introducing themselves in small 

presentation and explaining their needs, problems and ways of becoming an entrepreneur.  

The presentation were followed by discussions at different roundtables. Four roundtables were established. 

Each with a different topic to discuss. The topics were: support of creative stakeholder, framework, area & 

sites and connections. In the end the results were presented and a small comprehension was given by the 

organisators. 

2.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

The invitation and mailing list was established by Landratsamt Mittelsachsen. Around 250 persons, 

companies and institutions were addressed in order to create an opportunity for networking and bonding. 

The majority of the participants were from the creative scene and municipalities. 36 persons from all kind 

of creative branches, association and municipalities all around the county of Middle Saxony were giving 

input at this workshop. The number of participants from Freiberg was small and caused difficulties in 

promoting and finding stakeholder for the project area of REFREsh. The project REFREsh was discussed 

during the thematic presentations and at one of the roundtables in detail to promote and advertise the 

chosen areas within the REFREsh project.  

2.2. Analysis of needs 

During the workshop various different needs of stakeholders were identified. Beside the expected needs, 

like attractiveness of the working-environment and rural regions itself, it was shown that the link between 

municipalities and the stakeholder of the creative industry is playing a key role. An institution, which is 

offering guidance and support regarding the coordination, request of funds, business and legal affairs, is 

demanded by the majority of participants. These kind of bruidge-building institutions were identified as a 

necessary support for starting or maintaining business in the creative industry. Often a lack of business and 
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legal knowledge combined with a deficient communication between entrepreneur and municipality is 

causing a major issue in the foundation of an enterprise within the creative industry. The lack of 

understanding, acceptance and will of support by the municipalities were discussed as well and representing 

the need for a bridge-building institution as well.  

Beside a bridge-building institution, the infrastructure was mentioned as another key factor. Especially the 

transport link including an adequate train connection and the data rate were often issue in the discussion. 
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3. List of participants
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4. Pictures
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1. Invitation and Agenda

2. Minutes

CE1013 REFREsh local steering group meeting 

Date: 21th March, 2018 (Wednesday) 10.00 a.m. 

Venue: Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Pécs-Baranya (7625 Pécs, Majorossy I. u. 36.) 

2.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

1.1 Welcome speech 
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Szabolcs Rabb, secretary of CCIPB welcomes the participants. Sais that the REFREsh 

international project started in June, 2017 with five countries and all together 10 partners. Its 

duration is 36 months, the project manager is Sarolta Biró, whom introduces the project to the 

participants.  

1.2 Presentations 

Sarolta Biró, project manager at CCIPB, briefly presents the project with power point 

presentation. She speaks about the main information, such as project duration, participating 

partners, leading partner and work packages.  

The three thematic work packages are then being further elaborated. She covers the details of the 

second thematic work package, since during this period, which runs from January 2018 to 

December 2019, the CCIPB will be the leader. She presents the completed documents about the 

first thematic work package: the regional SWOT analysis and the chosen Best Practice. The 

documents were made by the external experts of the CCIPB, Eco Cortex Ltd. 

1.3 After the presentations, the participants were welcome to have lunch. 

1.4 After lunch, the benchmark tool handbook was introduced to the participants, and the 

minimum criteria was discussed for the template for the feasibility studies, which have to be 

made in the next period.  

2.2 Analysis of needs 

1.5 This time construction companies participated in the meeting. They know well the region’s 

particularity, and the rural areas as well. After lunch, the participants were divided into three 

groups and in a workshop, they evaluated the heard information and the problems about the 

constructions nowadays, and what the solutions should be.  

They also identified the needs as cooperation with the Council of Pécs and with the city’s asset 

utilization company. Also a thorough survey would be really useful with the representatives 

of the creative industry so the reused locations can be filled with content which is useful for 

these people. 
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3. List of participants
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1. Invitation and Agenda
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2. Minutes

The Institute for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia (ZVKDS) organised a workshop that included 

the creative scene (A.T.1.3) and was followed by a Local Support Group meeting (A.M.3). The event titled 

“Let’s refresh industrial heritage” took place in Piran, at the Hotel Tartini, Tartinijev trg 15, 6330 Piran, on 

28 November 2017. 

As an introduction to the workshop, Jaka Bizjak greeted the participants and presented the scope of the 

workshop. This was an early involvement of the stakeholders from the cultural and creative industries (CCI) 

and other sectors in the REFREsh project, aimed at identifying their needs, potential and ambitions for the 

reutilisation of industrial heritage.  

The introduction was followed by seven lectures by conservation experts (Jaka Bizjak, Robert Peskar, Marko 

Stokin, and Eda Benčič Mohar from ZVKDS), an industrial heritage expert (SI_ARHITEKTURA, Sonja Ifko s.p.), 

cultural management experts (Martina Gamboz from Interakta d.o.o. and Alenka Popić from the Municipality 

of Piran), and a representative of the creative sector (Slobodan Simič Sime from the society Mediteranum 

Piran). A short discussion in which participant commented the presented topic followed each lecture.   

Jaka Bizjak presented the organisation and mission of ZVKDS as well as the scope, budget, partnership, and 

planned activities of the REFREsh project.  

Marko Stokin gave a lecture on behalf of Robert Peskar, who could not attend the workshop, on the 

protection and management of immovable cultural heritage in Slovenia. He introduced sectoral legislation 

as well as some basic conservation principles, and provided examples of some national (Ljubljana, Ptuj) and 

international (Vienna, Venice, Rotterdam, Malmö) innovative interventions in protected areas and buildings. 

Sonja Ifko talked about the protection of industrial heritage in Slovenia. She presented the ascent of 

industrialisation in the 19th and first half of the 20th century, the impact it had on the landscape, the 

restructuring of the industry in the second half of the 20th century, and the birth and evolution of the 

organised protection of industrial heritage. She also provided several examples of good practice in the 

conservation and revitalisation of Slovenian industrial heritage (mercury mine in Idrija, steam power station 

and tobacco factory in Ljubljana, railway workshops in Maribor, etc.).  

Martina Gamboz presented the evolvement and different definitions of the term ‘CCI’. She outlined the 

economic significance of such industries, and introduced the state and stakeholders of the CCI in Piran. She 

singled out public institutions and public funding of NGOs as the fundamental element of the local CCI. 

Eda Benčič Mohar presented some historical data of Venetian and Hapsburg salt warehouses on the Slovenian 

coast. She demonstrated the preserved warehouses in Koper and Fizine near Portorož. Based on the example 

of the Monfort warehouse in Fizine, whose revitalisation is one of the objectives of the REFREsh project, 

she explained in detail the construction techniques and protected cultural values of the building. 

Alenka Popić presented the role of the Municipality of Piran in the REFREsh project and the intended 

interventions in the Monfort warehouse. The building is divided in five halls. Three of them are permanently 

occupied by the Maritime Museum Sergej Mašera Piran, the gallery Obalne galerije Piran, and a Mercator 

grocery. Two of them are used only occasionally. Within the REFREsh project, the Municipality of Piran 

intends to transform one of the unused halls into a cultural entertainment centre. The investment will 

include replacing the floor, painting the walls, and executing the electric installation and mobile wooden 

partitions. 

Slobodan Simič Sime presented the idea of transforming one of the unused halls in the Monfort warehouse 

into a museum of tourism. The concept, which was developed by the society Mediteranum Piran, foresees 

the execution of a steel frame construction used for exhibition floors, the display of exhibit items already 

acquired by the society, and the organisation of various events.  
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The lectures session was followed by Local Support Group meeting and lunch. 

2.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

20 participants attended the workshop. They came from public institutions, NGOs, and private companies. 

The majority of participants were from the institutions involved in the project: The Institute for the 

Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia (ZVKDS) and The Municipality of Piran.  

Some participants came from public institutions that currently use parts of the salt warehouse Monfort that 

is the Slovenian pilot project: the Maritime Museum Sergej Mašera Piran, the gallery Obalne galerije Piran. 

There were also some regional NGOs: Društvo Anbot Piran, Mediteranum Piran, Društvo prijateljev zakladov 

sv. Jurija Piran, Val Piran. Majority of these groups that can be classified as creative industries come from 

the cultural area. They promote cultural heritage, the way of local life and habits etc.  

Additionally, there were also some private companies: Studio Galeb d.o.o., Interakta d.o.o., SI_Arhitektura 

Sonja Ifko s.p.. These are mainly architects and consultants. 

The participants were informed about the workshop by ZVKDS web site and also by e-mail (2 times). As 

there was small response, additionally phone calls had to be done to attract the audience. Although 

stakeholders from tourism sector were informed in the same way, no one from this field attended the 

workshop.  

2.2. Analysis of needs 

The needs, potential and ambitions of the local CCI stakeholders for the reutilisation of industrial heritage 

differ. On one hand, there are public institutions that already occupy part of the Monfort salt warehouse. 

They are satisfied with the results of using an industrial heritage site as their exhibition place, and they are 

interested in extending their activities. On the other hand, the majority of NGOs and private companies feel 

that alone they do not have the capacity to manage such areas and buildings. 

Poor maintenance of the salt warehouse Monfort in last decades left visible traces on the building. The 

owner (Municipality of Piran) outlined that the public funds available are scarce and used only for occasional 

interventions. The CCI stakeholders do not have the capacity to carry out the revitalisation of these sites 

on their own. In order to achieve an integrated and sustainable approach to the revitalisation of industrial 

heritage, new models of bonding of stakeholders from different sectors and new models of management 

have to be developed. Combining the actors from the CCI with the established stakeholders from tourism, 

trade and services is a promising option. 

When combining the actors from the CCI with the established stakeholders from tourism, trade and services, 

the commitment of the stakeholders will be very challenging. Even the fact that no one from tourism sector 

attended the workshop show the lack of interest in cooperation. The NGOs also outlined the fact that hotels 

want to charge for the brochures and invitations to the local events left on the hotel desktop.  
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Past attempts to engage established stakeholders in activities related to the revitalisation of former salt 

warehouses failed, so new approaches in presenting the advantages of intersectoral collaboration are 

needed. 

3. List of participants

Surname and Name Institution Email 

1 Benčič Mohar Eda ZVKDS, OE Piran eda.bencic.mohar@zvkds.si 

2 Bernik Jure Društvo Prijatelji Zakladov 

Sv. Jurija Piran 

jure.bernik@zvkds.si 

3 Bizjak Jaka ZVKDS, OE Piran jaka.bizjak@zvkds.si 

4 Gamboz Martina Interakta d.o.o. Martina@interakta.eu 

5 Hribar Uroš Pomorski muzej Sergej 

Mašera Piran 

uhribar30@gmail.com 

6 Ifko Sonja SI_ARHITEKTURA, Sonja 

Ifko s.p. 

sonja.ifko@guest.arnes.si 

7 Kovač Mojca MarjAna ZVKDS, OE Piran mojca.kovac@zvkds.si 

8 Makovec Mateja ZVKDS, OE Piran mateja.makovec@zvkds.si 

9 Marvin Nives Obalne galerije Piran nives.marvin@obalne-

galerije.si 

10 Pečar Jelka Obalne galerije Piran jelka.pecar@guest.arnes.si 

11 Aleksander Bizjak Studio galeb d.o.o. aleksander.bizjak@siol.net 

12 Pines Karmen Občina Piran karmen.pines@piran.si 

13 Planinc Natalija Društvo Anbot Piran natalija.planinc@gmail.com 

14 Popić Alenka Občina Piran Alenka.Popic@piran.si 

15 Simič Slobodan Sime Mediteranum Piran sime@mediteranum.si 

16 Stokin Marko ZVKDS, SRI marko.stokin@zvkds.si 

17 Tavčar Etbin ZVKDS, OE Piran etbin.tavcar@zvkds.si 

18 Zupančič Marina ZVKDS, SRI marina.zupancic@zvkds.si 

19 Grosek Aleš Val Piran aleslarinettes@gmail.com 

20 Debernardi Dario Studio galeb d.o.o. dario.debernardi@siol.net 
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1. Invitation and Agenda
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2. Minutes

The workshop, organised in Castello di Godego in the premises of the Borgo San Piero structure, foresaw 
the participation of many public and private participants, both from an institutional and private side. 

2.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

The Municipality, with the collaboration of Venetian Heritage Cluster (VHC), involved the local 
stakeholders contacting them by email, telephone calls and personal meetings. The Municipality and VHC, 
moreover, also tried to build up a network with the neighbouring municipalities and with the Provincial 
level in order to disseminate as much as possible the REFREsh project and its activities and promote its 
approach in other local realities.  

The participation has been very satisfying: public bodies and local associations active in different fields 
have been well represented:  

• the popular University (the Popular University is a cultural association that offers its members a
service of lively cultural growth carrying out courses related to the most diverse topics, promoting
lifelong learning activities of adults, through courses of theoretical and practical teaching,
information, updating and qualification. The Popular University has a board that lends itself free and
makes use of the work of high-level teachers to offer everyone an occasion for cultural, historical and
artistic enrichment);

• different municipalities (Rosà, Asolo, Resana)

• the music school “Istituto musicale della Crocetta”

• the “Universalis harmonia”

• AUSER “Libera età” (voluntary and social promotion association, committed to promoting the active
aging of the elderly and enhancing their role in the society)

• the Pro Loco of Castello di Godego (local associations, with the purpose of promotion and
development of the territory)

• “I rabaltai” (theatre association)

• Barco Mocenigo (restauration laboratory)

• the Civil protection

• the Polisportiva of Castello di Godego (association that manages, under the same organization, various
sports, in professional and amateur sections)

All these stakeholders can be integrated in the implementation of the local creative scene considering 
that the aim, in a long-term period, is to have a “pole” in the centre of the town where all creative 
subjects can have at their disposal spaces and tools for the implementation of their activities. This kind of 
approach will support the knowledge and collaboration among the different subjects favouring new 
initiatives, ideas and optimizing the use of spaces.  

The meeting started with the welcoming of the Mayor of Castello di Godego followed by the speech of the 
President of the Treviso Province who stressed his commitment for the project activities and the same 
was done by Mr Gianangelo Bellati, honorary consul of Luxembourg and, until the last year, Director of the 
Veneto Region’s Chambers of Commerce Union.  
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After the welcoming, Mr. Sergio Calò (VHC) and Mr. Maurizio Malè (VHC) presented the REFREsh project, 
its objectives and activities, in particular about the pilot activity to be carried out in the Municipality of 
Castello di Godego. The presentation gave also the public an overview on the European public funds 
explaining how to access European funds and the fields where it is possible to present different kind of 
initiatives. 

Following the lunch, a music performance made by the students of the music school “Istituto Musicale 
della Crocetta” was made and the workshop prosecute with the speech of Mr. Sergio Daminato, 
responsible of the Municipality’s Public Works Office, concerning the infrastructural intervention foreseen 
by the project.  

Mr. Daminato presented the actual situation and described the idea on how to intervene in the old 
building to make it usable for cultural activities, in particular for the local Music school. Participants have 
been invited to make suggestions and give their opinion about the proposal.  

2.2. Analysis of needs 

The discussion started after the end of the presentations, had as first intervention the one of the music 
school “Istituto musicale della Crocetta”. Actually, the infrastructural intervention foreseen in Castello di 
Godego, is related to adapt the old building in the centre of the town to be used by this subject.  

The music school, as main beneficiary of the building concerned by the restoration, presented its situation 
and the specific needs regarding the training activities they carry out, supporting the definition of the 
details about the infrastructural work to be done. Main needs emerged were:  

• to evaluate the number of rooms that will be available after the restoration;

• the aspects regarding the acoustic setting of the rooms;

• the possibility to have a larger room for exhibitions (maybe by using a mobile wall between two
rooms);

A very interesting discussion started, both about the building interested by the project activities but also 
about how to prosecute in the direction of the creation of a larger cultural scene involving all the cultural 
associations of the territory. Actually, the building dedicated to the music school activities will be not 
used all the day long, and so many ideas emerged on how to adapt the location to other possible uses by 
the other associations/cultural and creative subjects.  

In this sense following needs emerged: 

• to have other spaces to locate administrative and operative sites of local associations;

• to coordinate the communication among cultural subjects, the municipality and also private owners of
buildings that could be used to host cultural activities;

• to evaluate models for the economic sustainability of the cultural scene maintenance;

3. List of participants

Please see attached signatures’ papers. 
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4. Pictures
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1. Invitation and Agenda
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2. Minutes

Primorje-Gorski kotar County organized a workshop for involving creative scene in Maritime and 

History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Rijeka on 23rd of February 2018. The workshop was 

attended by 26 participants from creative scene – art and music, theatre, dance, heritage…  

Valerij Jurešić, Head of the Department for Culture, Sport and Technical Culture, greeted the 

participants, presented the main objectives of the REFREsh project, its activities, target groups 

and goals and said his expectations from workshop.  

Vana Gović, senior curator in Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Rijeka 

presented Memorial centre Lipa Remembers, our Best Practice. 

Kristina Pandža from Centre for Industrial Heritage University of Rijeka presented methodology 

for the workshop. 

After coffee break participants were organized into two groups, each group guided by two hosts. 

They exchanged vision of their role in this project and their needs. The debate was about 

concrete locations of unused industrial heritage in their own living area, challenges which are 

linked to its revitalization, about strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.    

2.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

The involvement process has started within the Department for Culture, Sports and Technical 
Culture. The list of the potential creative scene stakeholders was made by the professionals 
from the Department who are familiar with the creative scene. Before the final list of the 
creative scene stakeholders was made, the stakeholders have received the survey which 
consisted of seven different key points which were supposed to serve as the initial guidelines of 
the current state within the creative scene industry. Questions/key points were the following:  

a) in which area of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County do you work,

b) in which field of the creative industry do you work,

c) which are the problems that you are dealing with,

d) if you need the space for your work, please mark its characteristics – location, size,
other,

e) have you been interested in any business space until now.
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After the analysis of the results, the final list of the creative scene stakeholders who were 
interested to participate was made. The involved creative scene stakeholders are covering the 
following fields:
music, painting, museums, graphic design, web design, film and television studio, product 
design, creative agency, associations, cultural-social associations. 

2.2. Analysis of needs 

The analysis of needs started with the detailed SWOT analysis through which the creative scene 
stakeholders answered some of the main questions, such as: 

a) What do you think, which is your contribution to the local community and economy?
(STRENGTHS)

b) Which are the challenges that you are dealing with in your everyday work, according to
the conditions and space for work? (WEAKNESSES)

c) Which are the positive factors that contribute your work and development, encourage it
and improve it? (OPPORTUNITIES)

d) Besides the financial needs, which are the other limits and obstacles which might be a
threat to the realization of your ideas? (THREATS)

The main need which was marked as the most important is the space in which stakeholders have 
to perform/practice/make different kinds of their creative art or business. Through the dialogue 
within the workshop, few of the potential locations have been suggested as suitable for the 
reutilization and future use, such as: railway warehouses, old factories, open markets, 
bombshelter, military canals in forests, barracks, fish factory, icehouse, blockhouse, military 
warehouses, sawmills… 
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3. List of participants
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4. Pictures
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5. Presentations
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